To the Editor:
Chan et al highlight the outcomes of Mitraclip therapy. During diastole, the shape of the mitral annulus is roughly circular, but during systole the annulus becomes kidney-shaped with an anteroposterior (septolateral) diameter that is smaller than the transverse diameter. A 26±3% reduction of the mitral-orifice area during systole results from the displacement of the aortomitral curtain towards the center of the orifice. Because the Mitraclip is deployed in the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle, there will be increased tension force over the clipped part in an anterior-posterior direction during diastole. Increased tension over the clipped parts of both leaflets may cause clip detachment. In the Everest I study, “partial clip detachment” occurred in 10 patients (9%). Although it was stated in the Everest II study report that “no device embolization occurred”, how many clips were detached was not reported.

Nielsen et al demonstrated in an experimental study that tension over the Alfieri stitch is maximal in the diastolic phase of cardiac cycle and is determined by septolateral dimension changes during the cardiac cycle. Similar considerations should apply to the Mitraclip.

The physiological feature of “dynamic annular shape changes in systole and diastole” may cause increased tension force over the Mitraclip during diastole, which is the reason why the mitral annuloplasty should be fixed in the systolic shape.

As a result, “partial clip detachment”, “clip embolization”, “posterior or anterior leaflet laceration”, “new onset of mitral regurgitation in patients who have been treated successfully with mitraclip deployment previously” may be considered as technical insufficiencies of Mitraclip therapy without annuloplasty. This concept may suggest that the long-term durability of Mitraclip therapy (without annuloplasty ring) may not be as good as expected. Nonetheless, it can be used in patients who refuse surgical treatment and in those considered inoperable.

In further investigations, Mitraclip therapy may be combined with mitral cerclage annuloplasty to fix the mitral annulus in the systolic position to reduce the tension force over the clip. This concept may contribute to further improvement in clinical outcomes.
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